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Dear Preparation Centre,

As we have had the chance to discuss together, helping learners 
prepare for Cambridge English Language Assessment Exams is 
both, a great satisfaction and a way to show the great quality of 
work and commitment you and your students achieve�

Facing this process entails also a great challenge� In order to 
contribute to this fascinating and demanding process, we 
decided to put together a manual for those Preparation Centres 
that work with Creative Solutions� The aim of this manual is to 
present you with a quick guide to analyse results obtained by 
your students in mock examinations or exam specific tasks�  
This will allow you to review timely the results of your learners 
after mocks or class exercises�

As you know, providing learners with mock tests enables them to 
develop not only content-oriented but strategy-oriented goals� 
In Cambridge exams, the purpose of every task is to evaluate 
“authentic” use of the language� As a result, teachers preparing 
learners need to know not only the aim and the organisation 
of each paper/task but also to identify specific ways to help 
learners develop specific skills�

INTRODUCTION 
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Our manual has been organised in the following way:

1. A brief section which reviews the general frame of the 
Common European Framework of reference and how 
each examination fits into the frame�

2. A summary of the general descriptors and can-do state-
ments related to each one of the tests included

3. Suggestions on how to identify when a student is ready 
to sit a specific exam�

4. Exam by exam detail: overall test description and papers, 
task-by task aims, and pedagogical suggestions for each 
task�

Our best intentions are for you to take advantage of this tool, so 
as to assert some specific action points that can be implement-
ed before your learners sit their Cambridge English Language 
Assessment exams� 

All best wishes,
Creative Solutions in ELT

Cambridge English Language Assessment

Authorised Centre MX143
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CEFR Level Description  Cambridge Exams

A1 Breakthrough
STARTERS
MOVERS

A2 Waystage KET- FLYERS

B1 Threshold
PET  

BEC Preliminary

B2 Vantage
FCE  

BEC Vantage

C1
Effective  

Proficiency

CAE 
BEC Higher 

 

C2 Mastery CPE

CAMBRIDGE EXAMS 
EQUIVALENCES TO CEFR
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Starters

Movers

Flyers for Schools

for Schools

CPE

CAE

FCE

PET

YLE

YLE

YLE

KET

GENERAL ENGLISH TESTS
COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK

C2 MASTERY

C1 EFFECTIVE PROFIENCY

B2 VANTAGE

BI THRESOLD

A2 WAYSTAGE

A1 BREAKTHROUGH
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Starters

Movers

Flyers for Schools

for Schools

CPE

CAE

FCE

PET

YLE

YLE

YLE

KET

 MAIN LEVEL 
DESCRIPTORS

a. Young learners

Starters (A1)

Understanding of basic vocabulary, can talk about personal in-
formation e�g� name, age, pets� Can describe his family and rou-
tines mainly at word level or simple sentences� Can follow in-
structions and work with prepositions of place� Can understand 
main ideas, unscramble words, sequence stories and answer 
simple questions about specific information�

Movers (A1)

They can talk about personal information, Understand basic vo-
cabulary; can talk about personal information e�g� name, age, 
and pets at simple sentence level� Can describe his family and 
routines mainly at word level or simple sentences� Can under-
stand main ideas, unscramble words, can compare and contrast 
and start using chunks of language�

Flyers (A2)

Can understand sentences and frequently used expressions 
related to areas of most immediate relevance (e�g� very basic 
personal and family information, shopping, local hobbies, likes, 
school)� Can communicate in simple and routine tasks requir-
ing a simple and direct exchange of information on familiar 
and routine matters� Can describe in simple terms aspects of 
his background�

Syllabus is roughly equivalent to the one in KET� If students have 
passed this test they can prepare for KET�
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b. Main Suite 

Cambridge English Key: “KET” (A2)

CAN express simple opinions or requirements in a familiar con-
text�

CAN understand straightforward information within a known 
area, such as on products and signs and simple textbooks or 
reports on familiar matters�

CAN complete forms and write short simple letters or postcards 
related to personal information

Cambridge English: Preliminary “PET” (B1)

CAN express opinions on abstract/cultural matters in a limited 
way or offer advice within a known area, and understand in-
structions or public announcements�

CAN understand routine information and articles, and the gen-
eral meaning of non-routine information within a familiar area�

CAN write letters or make notes on familiar or predictable mat-
ters�

Cambridge English: First   “FCE”   (B2)

CAN follow or give a talk on a familiar topic or keep up a con-
versation on a fairly wide range of topics�

CAN scan texts for relevant information, and understand de-
tailed instructions or advice�

CAN make notes while someone is talking or write a letter in-
cluding non-standard requests�
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Cambridge English: Advanced “CAE” (C1)

CAN contribute effectively to meetings and seminars within 
own area of work or keep up a casual conversation with a good 
degree of fluency, coping with abstract expressions�

CAN read quickly enough to cope with an academic course, to 
read the media for information or to understand non-standard 
correspondence�

CAN prepare/draft professional correspondence, take reason-
ably accurate notes in meetings or write an essay which shows 
an ability to communicate�

Cambridge English: Proficiency “CPE” (C2)

CAN advise on or talk about complex or sensitive issues, un-
derstanding colloquial references and dealing confidently with 
hostile questions�

CAN understand documents, correspondence and reports, in-
cluding the finer points of complex texts�

CAN write letters on any subject and full notes of meetings or 
seminars with good expression and accuracy�
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CONSIDER 
WHEN GRADING/ 
IDENTIFYING 
STUDENTS’ LEVEL

When giving our students a “mock” exam, we do it for two 
essential purposes:

a. to train them before an exam (task -types, time allocated, etc�)
b. to identify areas of work both individual ones and as a 

group

We suggest you not to use them as a summative but as 
a formative tool� It is better not to use them to provide or 
supplement a grade but to establish specific action point in the 
different components�

Steps to be followed:

1. Print tests from the links we provided you with (you can 
also use other mocks or tasks which are exactly organised 
like the chosen level)

2. Implement following given times for the complete paper� 
If it is better for you, have students answer only on paper 
at the time�

3. If it is a YLE test, preferably avoid using an answer sheet� 
Main suite, use an answer sheet for learners to get used 
to transferring their answers�

4. Mark exams (answer key) and complete the format included 
in this manual (an electronic version can be downloaded 
using same links as mock exams)� It is suggested to use the 
format so that you can identify stringer and weaker areas 
student by student but also as a whole�
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5. Identify part by part what the result obtained by students are� 
6. Check in the corresponding areas what the aims, 

organisation and implications of each part of the tests(s) 
you are interested in are�

In case you want to decide if a candidate is ready or not to sit a 
test, we would suggest the following considerations:

1.  Students whose integrated results are higher than 65% in 
each paper seem to be at level already� Please consider 
their speaking ability too�  

2. Students whose results are between 59% and 64% are close 
but need attention� If it is early and you still have some 
months to prepare them for the test, they can manage if 
they work towards developing their general level�

3. Students whose results range from 58% -36% might be 
candidates for the exam at the previous band or may 
need extensive work on a going evaluation so as to see if 
they develop the necessary skills�

4. Students whose results are lower than 35% might benefit 
from an exam located two bands below�

Exam Average (%)

Two bands below 0%-35%

Extensive work or exam 
previous band

36% -64%

On level 65% or +
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ANALYSIS 
COMMENTS



1.5 KET

Exam at A2 level� It includes 3 papers: Listening, Reading & Writ-
ing, and Speaking� Altogether, examination time is about 1� 50 
hours�  The interview is held on a two-to-two basis (2 candidates 
and an interlocutor and an assessor)� Despite of the fact this 
examination is at A2 level as Flyers, this test is more for learners 
who have developed more sophisticated thinking skills or who 
are not dependant on scaffolding such as pictures anymore�

Listening

Part Comments

1

This task implies listening for specific information out of five 
short dialogues� Those specific details are related to:  prices, 
number, times, dates, locations, shapes, sizes, descriptions of 
people and current actions� As a matter of practice provide 
candidates with plenty of time and activities intended to build 
up confidence through different listening tasks� Have learners 
focus on detail and describe pictures in detail to identify differ-
ences as preparation�

2

This activity requires identifying specific information in a lon-
ger conversation which is about either daily life, travel, occu-
pation activities or free-time activities, and then candidates are 
required to match two lists of items�

3

In part 3 implies listening for specific information in an informal 
conversation which sometimes is a transactional exchange; e�g� 
at the travels agent´s� Candidates are required to answer five 
multiple-choice questions with three options each� It is advised 
to practice out with authentic spoken English, therefore have 
candidates expose to videos, songs,  internet, podcasts, etc� 
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4 
and

5

Part 4 seems to be the most complicated� This is a gap-fill task� 
Candidates may have started to understand and identify infor-
mation, but may still have problems with interpreting it� They 
need to take advantage of strategies that imply inference and 
prediction�

This part has to do with the ability to listen both for specific 
information and for detail�  Students have to complete factual 
information in a format� There are many distracters so learners 
have to listen carefully so as to discard irrelevant information�
Help them by guiding them to predict information depending 
on the genre of the format they are to complete� Have students 
practice with plenty of listening exercises and taking notes such 
as number, prices, and dates as well being familiar with the task 
types included in the Cambridge English: Key� Provide students 
full of input related to following instructions�

Reading & Writing

Part Comments

1

In part 1, students have to work with reading for functional pur-
poses� Learners have to read and identify specific purposes in 
different “ads”� This implies “gist” reading and reading for specific 
information� It is possible that students do not have lots of train-
ing with this type of task� It would be very important for them to 
practice tasks that imply gaining general understanding and the 
scanning of key ideas by using authentic materials�

2

Part 2 implies reading at sentence level� Students have to 
choose a word (three options) that best completes the space�
Candidates need activities that help them develop their ability 
to read at sentence level� In addition, they need to work parts of 
speech, tenses and simple collocations�

3

In part 3 candidates are required to read for specific information 
and match items out of a daily routine dialogue taking place in 
common places, e�g� Shops, hotels, restaurants, etc�  It consists 
of a multiple choice (three options) and matching task: com-
plete a dialogue with words provided in a list of eight words� It 
is advisable to have candidates practice with authentic texts in 
order to be familiar with grammar and vocabulary� 
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4
Part 4 implies reading for main ideas and specific detail in a long 
text or three short ones adapted from authentic sources such 
as newspapers or magazines� 

5

In part 5 candidates are required to read and identify structur-
al components such as auxiliary verbs, modal verbs, pronouns, 
prepositions, etc�, in an authentic text being adapted for this 
specific purpose� Therefore students must be confident mas-
tering different grammar structures� Encourage students prac-
tice with filling gaps (structural words) in original documents like 
newspapers and magazines so as to build up confidence�

6

Task 6 implies reading, identifying and completing with a word 
corresponding to the same lexical field: jobs, food, furniture, 
etc� Students are provided with a definition and the first letter of 
the missing word� 

7

Part 7 implies reading and completing a gapped text focused 
on grammar and vocabulary where correct spelling is highly 
required� Candidates may be requested to write short composi-
tions such as notes, emails and letters�  
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www.creativesolutions.com.mx

General information
Cambridge English.org

 

Recognition For Cambridge Exams
http://www.cambridgeenglish.org/why-cambridge-

english/global-recognition/index.aspx?s=1

 
Practice /games

http://www.cambridgeenglish.org/learning-english/
games-social/

 
Exams:

http://www.cambridgeenglish.org/learning-english/
find-free-resources


